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Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has become a pandemic since March 2020 and led
to significant challenges to over 200 countries and regions all over the world. The
establishment of highly pathogenic coronavirus animal model is beneficial for the study
of vaccines and pathogenic mechanism of the virus. Laboratory mice, Syrian hamsters,
Non-human primates and Ferrets have been used to establish animal models of
emerging coronavirus infection. Different animal models can reproduce clinical infection
symptoms at different levels. Appropriate animal models are of great significance for the
pathogenesis of COVID-19 and the research progress related to vaccines. This review
aims to introduce the current progress about experimental animal models for SARS-
CoV-2, and collectively generalize critical aspects of disease manifestation in humans
and increase their usefulness in research into COVID-19 pathogenesis and developing
new preventions and treatments.
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INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is an enveloped positive-strand
RNA virus, a member of the β-coronavirus genus, whose envelope spike protein binds to the cell-
surface specific receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) to initiate the infection (Zhou
P. et al., 2020). SARS-CoV-2 is a recently emerged human pathogen and causes a highly contagious
transmittable disease named Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). Globally, 1 October 2021,
there have been 233,503,524 confirmed infections of COVID-19, including 4,777,503 deaths,
reported by the World Health Organization (WHO) (WHO, 2021). The main symptoms of patients
are weakness, dry cough, fever, severe dyspnea, and even death (Fu et al., 2020). After the outbreak,
researchers across the world rapidly reported a series of studies on SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-
19, including the SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence (Harcourt et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020), the
clinical symptoms of infected patients (Chen et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020), the corresponding
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treatment strategies (Jin et al., 2020), and the development of
vaccines (Gao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Nowadays, many
clinical trials about vaccine effectiveness are under way around
the world, supported by the development of animal infection
models. Preclinical studies on different model organisms will not
only help to understand the basic characteristics of SARS-CoV-
2 virus and its pathogenesis, but also help to better understand
and test the safety and effectiveness of therapeutic drugs and
vaccines. This review summarized the characteristics of various
animal models of SARS-CoV-2 since the outbreak, and analyzed
the application scope of different experimental animals (Table 1),
so as to provide certain theoretical references for optimizing and
selecting animal models of COVID-19 in the future.

MICE MODELS

The laboratory mice are the most common animal used for
models of infectious diseases due to their advantages of high
adaptation to different environments, low cost, and physiological
similarities with humans (Brehm et al., 2010; Walsh et al., 2017).
Actually, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice are not susceptible to SARS-
CoV-2, since the main barrier of the infection of mouse (Mus
musculus) cells with SARS-CoV-2 is the lack of appropriate
receptors for viral entry. It’s known that SARS-CoV-2 utilizes the
cellular surface receptor ACE2 to enter host cells, while mouse
ACE2 can’t effectively bind the viral spike protein. Currently,
several strategies have been developed to solve it.

Non-transgenic Mouse
At present, the main research progress on the mouse model
of SARS-CoV-2 infection focuses on the following aspects:
(a) Obtain mouse adapted SARS-CoV-2 strain through
domestication; (b) Adenovirus (Ad5) or adeno-associated
virus (AAV) mediated expression of human ACE2 (hACE2).

Through the adaptive screening of clinical isolates of SARS-
CoV-2 by inoculating the virus into mouse specific tissues,
the virus can adapt to its specific living environment, and
mutate under specific selection pressure, and finally increase the
infectivity, so as to achieve the purpose of more conducive to its
effective replication. As previously reported, the mice model was
induced by intranasal inoculation with clinical isolates of SARS-
CoV-2, by continuous passage in the lungs of elderly mice, to get
the adaption of SARS-CoV-2 in mice (Gu et al., 2020). Finally, the
6th generation of the mouse adapted strain (MASCP6) increased
infectivity in the lungs of mice, resulting in interstitial pneumonia
and inflammatory response in both young and elderly mice
after intranasal inoculation. MASCP6 infection caused interstitial
pneumonia at 3 days after inoculation, and the lung injury at
5 days after inoculation was milder than that at 3 days after
inoculation, suggesting a process of self-recovery. The MASCP6
genome contains five mutations in comparison with its original
strain, and these mutations resulted in the changes of four amino
acid residues in the ORF1ab, S, and N proteins, respectively.
The structural reconstruction showed that the substitution of
N501Y in the receptor binding domain of S protein increased
the binding affinity of S protein to ACE2 in mice. The A23063T

mutation led to the substitution of N501Y amino acid in the
receptor binding domain of S protein, and the proportion of
A23063T mutation gradually increased after the first passage in
the mouse lung homogenate. Therefore, the increased virulence
of MASCP6 in mice may be due to the rapid occurrence of N501Y
in the S protein receptor-binding domain. Additionally, whether
three other mutations in addition to N501Y also modulate
viral infection remains to be determined. It was worth noting
that no visible clinical symptoms and weight loss was recorded
throughout the experiment with a relative low dose of MASCP6
challenge. Therefore, it remains to confirm whether a higher dose
of MASCP6 will aggravate the lung pathology.

Ad5 or AAV vectors have been widely used in a variety
of animal models due to their advantages of wide host-
range, fast proliferation rate and no insertion mutation. In
the study of COVID-19, Ad5-hACE2-sensitized mice or AAV-
hACE2-sensitized mice were used to investigate the pathogenic
mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 because of their advantages of fast
modeling time and avoiding the influence of traditional gene
modification techniques. It had been reported that replication-
defective adenoviruses encoding hACE2 were introduced into
BALB/c mice via intranasal administration leading to receptor
expression in lung tissues. Further experiments found that
hACE2-transduced mice were productively infected with SARS-
CoV-2, and high lung viral titers, lung pathology, and weight
loss were observed (Hassan et al., 2020). Mice sensitized
by AAV-hACE2 vector were also susceptible to SARS-CoV-
2 infection, but virus replication appeared to be lower than
that of mice sensitized by Ad5-hACE2. Notably, delivery of
hACE2 by adenovirus transfection infected both normal and
immunodeficient mice with SARS-CoV-2 (Sun J. et al., 2020).
The virus replicated briefly in the lungs for only a few days,
and the immune system could remove the virus in about
7 days. Ad5-hACE2-sensitized mice also contributed to the
evaluation of SARS-CoV-2 specific therapy, for example, the
transfer of plasma from patients recovering from infection
or remdesivir (Sun J. et al., 2020). The results from Ad5-
hACE2-sensitized mice indicated that either convalescent plasma
from COVID-19 patients or remdesivir could protect mice
from SARS-CoV-2 infection (Pruijssers et al., 2020). Above
therapies alleviated weight loss, and significantly accelerated
viral clearance and reduced inflammatory cell infiltration in
lung tissues of mice (Grein et al., 2020). Although Ad5-
transduced mice are of broad and immediate utility to explore
COVID-19 pathogenesis and to assess novel therapies and
vaccines, the model still has some limitations. First of all, Ad5-
hACE2-transduced mice did not develop into severity after
SARS-CoV-2 infection (Grein et al., 2020). Secondly, the mice
also did not develop extrapulmonary manifestations of the
disease. However, research into the pathogenesis, particularly
of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), will require
the development of infection models that include mild and
severe illness.

Golden Syrian Hamster
The golden Syrian hamster had been reported in previous
studies to be a widely used animal model that can support the
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of features of experimental animals
susceptible to SARS-CoV-2.

Features Animals

Route of challenge

Intranasal All animal except for Asia lion reported above

Oral intraocular Rhesus monkey, Cynomolgus macaques

Ocular Hamsters, Rhesus monkey, tree shrew

Virus detection

Upper respiratory hACE2 mice, hamsters, ferrets, cats, tree shrew
and all of the above NHPs

Lower respiratory hACE2 mice, hamsters, ferrets and all of the
above NHPs

Feces/Fecal swab Aged hACE2 mice (30-week-old), hamsters,
cats and ferrets, rhesus monkey, AGM

Throat swab Rhesus monkey, ferrets, rhesus monkey, AGM

Symptoms

Fever Ferrets, rhesus monkey, cynomolgus
macaques,

Weight loss hACE2 mice, hamsters, rhesus monkey

Shortness of breath Hamsters, rhesus monkey, AGM

Airborne transmission Hamsters, ferrets, Cat

Severity of pneumonia

Simulate asymptomatic
carriers

Tree shrew, dog, callithrix jacchus, cynomolgus
macaques (25%)

Simulation of mild
symptoms

hACE2 mice, ferrets, cat, cynomolgus
macaques and rhesus monkey, young AGM (all
male and all ∼3.5 years of age)

Simulation of severe
symptoms

Hamsters, aged AGM (13–15 years of
age/ARDS)

NHPs, Non-human primates; AGM, African green monkey; ARDS, acute respiratory
distress syndrome.

replication of SARS-coronavirus (SARS-CoV) (Sims et al., 2005;
Roberts et al., 2008). The SARS-CoV-2 isolates were also able
to replicate effectively and caused severe pathological damage
in the lungs of Syrian hamsters (Chan et al., 2020), similar to
the radiographic features commonly reported in patients with
COVID-19 pneumonia.

SARS-CoV-2 strains isolated from nasopharyngeal aspirates
and swabs of confirmed COVID-19 patients were cultured in
Vero E6 cells and inoculated intranasally in hamsters. It had
been reported that conjunctivitis was observed in COVID-
19 patients (Lu C.W. et al., 2020). As expected, in addition
to viral infection by the nasal route, there was also infection
by the intraocular route (Imai et al., 2020). After infection,
hamsters showed rapid breathing, weight loss, alveolar damage,
and extensive cell apoptosis (Takayama, 2020), which was similar
to the development of mild to moderate disease in humans
(Struyf et al., 2020). It was worth noting that previous study
had shown that virus replication was higher in the upper
respiratory tract (turbinate) than in the lower respiratory tract
(lung) (Chan et al., 2020). In hamsters infected with SARS-
CoV, the viral load in the turbinate was generally similar or
lower than that in the lungs (Roberts et al., 2005). These
lines of evidence suggest that SARS-CoV-2 infects the upper

respiratory tract no less than the lower respiratory tract, which
may explain why SARS-CoV-2 is more infectious. However,
subsequent studies (Imai et al., 2020) observed that the virus
replicated efficiently in the respiratory tracts of both young and
older infected animals, with no difference in growth in the
upper and lower respiratory tracts. This is worthy of further
study. Compared with other mice, golden hamster was more
sensitive to SARS-CoV-2, which was suitable for the study
of COVID-19. Additionally, because the aerosol pathway can
effectively transmit SARS-CoV-2 to immature hamsters (Imai
et al., 2020), golden hamster is also of great significance to
study the propagation kinetics of COVID-19. Taken together, this
cheap and convenient hamster model is an important tool for
studying the transmission, pathogenesis, treatment, and vaccine
evaluation of SARS-CoV-2.

Transgenic Mice
As mentioned above, mice have been widely used in various
studies due to their clear genetic background. However,
numerous studies found that wild-type mice (C57BL/6 or
BALB/c, etc.) were not susceptible to SARS-CoV-2, and mouse
ACE2 (mACE2) could not bind to COVID-19 virus in its natural
state (Bao et al., 2020; Dinnon et al., 2020). It was known that
hACE2 was a functional receptor of SARS-CoV-2 (Zhou P. et al.,
2020). Genetically modified hACE2 mice were demonstrated to
be susceptible to SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, a variety of hACE2
mouse models were established on this basis to simulate and
explore the pathogenesis and disease recovery after SARS-CoV-
2 infection. According to different mouse construction strategies
and methods, the current SARS-CoV-2 infected transgenic
mouse models can be divided into the following two types: (a)
Human host cell SARS virus binding receptors, such as ACE2,
were introduced into mice; (b) The related genes were deleted by
gene editing technique in mice.

At the earliest, researchers constructed the expression vector
of hACE2 gene initiated by mouse ACE2 promoter, and then
obtained the hACE2 transgenic mice by microscopic injection.
SARS-CoV-2 strain was inoculated nasally into hACE2 transgenic
mice to observe the response of viral infection. The results
showed that SARS-CoV-2 did not infect wild-type mice, but was
susceptible to infect hACE2 transgenic mice. After SARS-CoV-
2 was inoculated into hACE2 transgenic mice, significant weight
loss and interstitial pneumonia were observed in hACE2 mice,
and macrophages were observed to cluster in the alveolar lumen,
and a large number of macrophages and lymphocytes were
infiltrated into the alveolar stroma (Bao et al., 2020). In addition,
it was showed that first infected mice were resistant to high doses
of SARS-CoV-2 once they were re-infected (Jiang et al., 2020).
It was also reported that SARS-CoV-2 infection successfully
induced pneumonia in hACE2 mice, and the pathological
features in lung tissues were extremely similar to those of severe
patients (Xu Z. et al., 2020).

With the rapid development of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
technology in recent years, animal models suitable for the
study of COVID-19 can be constructed simply by genetic
modification of mice. CRISPR/Cas9 knock in technology was
used to insert complete hACE2 cDNA into mACE2 gene,
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resulting in gene insertion inactivation. After that, mACE2 gene
could not be expressed normally, while the inserted hACE2 gene
was expressed under the regulation of the promoter of mACE2
gene. The hACE2 gene contained IRES site, and tdTomato
gene was also inserted into the downstream of hACE2 gene to
achieve co-expression, so as to improve mRNA stability and
translation efficiency. Therefore, hACE2 transgenic mouse was
successfully constructed by injecting Cas9 mRNA, sgRNA and
targeted constructs into the fertilized eggs of mice. Compared
with wild-type C57BL/6 mice, young and old hACE2 transgenic
mice that were nasally infected with SARS-CoV-2 maintained
high viral loads in the lungs, trachea, and brain (Sun S.H. et al.,
2020). Although no deaths were observed, interstitial pneumonia
and elevated cytokines were detected in transgenic mice infected
with SARS-CoV-2 (Bao et al., 2020). In addition, the results also
showed that intragastric injection of SARS-CoV-2 might also
cause infection and lung damage in humanized ACE2 mice.

Taken together, the hACE2 transgenic mice were susceptible to
SARS-CoV-2 to different degrees, and infected animals showed
the clinical symptoms such as weight loss and lung disease
observed in human infections.

NON-HUMAN PRIMATE

Non-human primates are genetically close to humans and
possess similar anatomical structures (Colman, 2018). As
such, it is often the gold standard for preclinical trials and
the final step in the preclinical development of drugs and
vaccines. In previous studies on respiratory viruses such as
SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV), Non-human primates showed susceptibility. In
the study of SARS-CoV-2, Non-human primates also showed
susceptibility. Rhesus monkeys, crab monkeys and marmosets
had been used as animal infection models of SARS-CoV-2 and
simulated clinical symptoms of human infection, including fever,
diarrhea and pneumonia, to a certain extent (Le Bras, 2020;
Lu S. et al., 2020).

Rhesus Monkey
Rhesus monkeys could be infected with SARS-CoV-2 through
intranasal, intratracheal, oral, and binocular inoculations (Rockx
et al., 2020; Shan et al., 2020). The gastrointestinal tract had
also been documented as an alternative route of SARS-CoV-2
infection in non-human primate models (Jiao et al., 2021). The
infected rhesus monkeys developed fever, irregular breathing,
loss of appetite, weight loss, pallor, and dehydration. High virus
content was detected in nasal, pharyngeal and bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid, and pulmonary Computed Tomography (CT)
showed obvious osmotic characteristics (Shan et al., 2020).
The lungs of most rhesus monkeys presented with pulmonary
infiltration, edema, and alveolar congestion, and infected animals
reflected the clinical symptoms and respiratory pathology of
moderate COVID-19. Clinical symptoms of weight loss and
frailties were found in both young and old rhesus monkeys.
The viral load was the highest at 3 days after respiratory tract
infection in young and old animals. However, viral replication

in nasopharyngeal, anal and lung swabs was significantly higher
in older rhesus monkeys than that in younger rhesus monkeys,
and viral antigens were detected in alveolar epithelial cells and
macrophages (Yu P. et al., 2020). Infected rhesus monkeys
presented with typical interstitial pneumonia with thickened
alveolar septum, inflammation, and edema. In particular, diffuse
severe interstitial pneumonia was found in elderly rhesus
monkeys, which was similar to the pathologic features of human
lungs (Mohanty et al., 2020). It can be speculated that the severity
of lung disease after SARS-CoV-2 infection may be related to
the age of the animal, which is consistent with the age-related
characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 infection in humans. It had been
reported that old age was a risk factor for severe illness and death
in human infections (Dudley and Lee, 2020; Yang et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020).

At present, it is unclear whether patients with confirmed
COVID-19 will be reinfected after recovery. In addition to the
study of primary infection, a rhesus macaque model of SARS-
CoV-2 re-infection was also established to explore the risk of
re-infection in recovered patients. Recovered rhesus monkeys
were found to be less susceptible to re-infection when re-
exposed to SARS-CoV-2 (Chandrashekar et al., 2020; Deng et al.,
2020). During the early recovery phase of the initial SARS-
CoV-2 infection, rhesus monkeys re-infected with the same
SARS-CoV-2 virus strain showed no detectable viral clinical or
histopathological findings. Compared with primary infection, the
cellular immunity of re-infection showed a significant increase
in antibody and immune response (Deng et al., 2020). It is
speculated that SARS-CoV-2 elicits a rapid immune response in
rhesus monkey after the first attack, thereby protecting the host
from re-infection. Severe exposure to SARS-CoV-2 prevented re-
infection in rhesus monkeys, which was confirmed in another
study (Chandrashekar et al., 2020). But this situation should
not be overexplained, as other studies had shown that the titers
of neutralizing antibodies were so low as to be undetectable
in previously infected patients. The immunological relevance
of infection is still unclear, and more research is needed to
demonstrate the durability of natural immunity. On this basis,
rhesus monkey is helpful to evaluate the efficacy of candidate
vaccines and to formulate treatment plans.

It was found that different virus strains and virus infection
routes might affect lung diseases through the existing animal
model of rhesus monkey, which provided some support for
further study of the pathogenesis of the virus. However, rhesus
monkey model reported to date have shown only mild to
moderate clinical symptoms after SARS-CoV-2 infection, and
no severe or even death has been observed (Cao et al.,
2020). Therefore, further research is needed to establish and
develop rhesus monkey model with severe clinical manifestations
of COVID-19.

Cynomolgus Macaques and Callithrix
Jacchus
The infection in cynomolgus macaques and Callithrix jacchus
differs little from that in rhesus monkeys, where SARS-
CoV-2 is usually inoculated into the nasal cavity, mouth or
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conjunctival (Finch et al., 2020; Rockx et al., 2020; Ishigaki
et al., 2021). Cynomolgus macaques infected with SARS-CoV-2
showed significant increase in body temperature, loss of appetite,
and weight loss. No cynomolgus macaques showed clinical
scores that reached a humane endpoint, therefore, cynomolgus
macaques showed mild clinical symptoms. Viral pneumonia
and/or bronchopneumonia have been observed in cynomolgus
monkeys infected with SARS-CoV-2. Chest radiographs showed
ground glass in the lungs, especially in peripheral areas, and
SARS-CoV-2 was detected mainly in the nose and mouth of
cynomolgus macaques for 1 week (Ishigaki et al., 2021).

SARS-CoV-2 spread in the respiratory tissue of cynomolgus
macaques and caused clinical symptoms, suggesting that the
crab-eating macaque model may be useful in evaluating
vaccination and treatment. In addition, some cynomolgus
macaques’ virus excretion was similar to human asymptomatic
infection, the virus existed in the upper respiratory tract for a
long time, and the viral RNA peak was reached at the early stage
of infection. Delayed shedding and low antibody response of
the virus in this model might explain the prolonged shedding
of the virus and re-infection in human patients (Shi D. et al.,
2020). The marmosets infected with SARS-CoV-2 showed no
significant increase in body temperature, and only a few showed
a slight increase (about 0.5◦C) (Rockx et al., 2020). There was
slight lung injury when the pathological section of lung tissue was
observed. No virus was detected in any tissues of either Jacchus
(Lu S. et al., 2020).

Collectively, Rhesus macaques are most sensitive to SARS-
CoV-2 infection, which is similar to human infections with virus
tissue distribution, lung changes and changes in cytokine and
antibody levels, followed by cynomolgus macaques. Callithrix
jacchus is least sensitive to SARS-CoV-2 infection (Lu S. et al.,
2020). In fact, Rhesus macaque models were more widely used
in the evaluation of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines (van Doremalen et al.,
2020; Yu J. et al., 2020).

African Green Monkey
African green monkey (AGM) is an ancient non-human primate
species and the natural host of Simian immunodeficiency virus
(Pandrea et al., 2006). In a series of studies on the physiological
and pathological mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 infection in
young male AGM by aerosol or mucosal exposure, COVID-
19 disease in young adult male AGM was found to be mild
(Hartman et al., 2020), reflecting what often happens in healthy
young adults infected with SARS-CoV-2 (Kim G.U. et al.,
2020). Infection led to a low-grade fever in young AGMs, and
respiratory symptoms were limited to a transient reduction in
tidal volume. It was worth noting that all infected animals
shed the virus from both respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts
(Kim G.U. et al., 2020). Viral RNA was found throughout the
respiratory and gastrointestinal systems, with higher levels found
in gastrointestinal tissues (Kim G.U. et al., 2020). Young AGM
infection model well simulated the status of mild/subclinical
COVID-19 disease in humans and provided insight into live virus
shedding (Hartman et al., 2020).

But except for mild clinical conditions, SARS-CoV-2 also
caused a range of serious illnesses, from asymptomatic infections

to life-threatening illnesses, especially in the elderly AGM.
ARDS is a common and often fatal condition in COVID-
19 patients. Previous studies found that non-human primates
were susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection and progressed to
mild-moderate disease, but none had been able to display
severe disease or clinical rapid deterioration in patients with
ARDS. Recently, two cases of ARDS in aged AGMs infected
with SARS-CoV-2 have been reported (Blair et al., 2021). The
pathological lesions and disease in these monkeys were similar
to severe human infections. With the challenge of SARS-CoV-2
via two routes (aerosol and multi-routes) in AGM, older AGM
developed into ARDS and a significant increase in circulating
cytokines was detected. The increase of circulating cytokines
was a common phenomenon in severe patients with COVID-
19. Previous studies suggest that ARDS is often associated with
an increase in circulating inflammatory cytokines, a condition
known as cytokine storms (Mangalmurti and Hunter, 2020;
Hu et al., 2021). In addition, the plasma level of interleukin
(IL)-6, a predictive marker and putative treatment target in
SARS-CoV-2 infections, was elevated in infected AGMs. This
situation was also shown in another study (Woolsey et al.,
2021). Additionally, infected AGM could prevent re-infection
after being challenged again within 35 days of exposure (Woolsey
et al., 2021). It is speculated that the AGM infection models
can be used to analyze the host immune response and study
the pathogenesis of COVID-19. From the above studies, we
conclude that AGM has the ability to model SARS-CoV-2
infection and elderly AGM is helpful for modeling severe
disease manifestations.

MAMMAL MODELS

Ferret
The anatomical proportions of the upper and lower respiratory
tracts and the density of submucosal glands in the bronchial
wall of ferrets are very similar to the condition of the human
respiratory tract. Therefore, ferrets are often used as experimental
animal models to study respiratory viruses. In previous studies
on SARS-CoV, ferret infection models had been used to evaluate
the effectiveness of potential therapeutic effects for SARS (Chu
et al., 2008; See et al., 2008; Park et al., 2020), and ferret
ACE2 had also been proven to contain key SARS-CoV-binding
residues (Wan et al., 2020). Recently, ferret has been selected
as the model for SARS-CoV-2 study (Kim Y.I. et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2020; Shi J. et al., 2020). SARS-CoV-2 strain was used to
infect ferrets through the nasal route. The physical condition
of the ferrets after infection was characterized by a slight
increase in body temperature, but no other clinical symptoms,
and no serious illness or death. Viral RNA was detected in
all ferrets’ turbinate, soft palates and tonsils. SARS-CoV-2 was
detected in the upper respiratory tract of all ferrets directly
infected for the first time, indicating rapid SARS-CoV-2 infection,
consistent with previous human case reports (Guan et al., 2020).
Importantly, SARS-CoV-2 was found in nasopharyngeal swabs
from all ferrets in direct contact with infected ferrets, as well as
from ferrets in adjacent cages, suggesting airborne transmission
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(Kim Y.I. et al., 2020). Current studies suggest that ferret animal
models are naturally susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 (Guan et al.,
2020; Kim Y.I. et al., 2020). The infection caused mild clinical
symptoms similar to human infections. However, there are still
some limitations. This animal model has mild clinical symptoms,
no weight loss or even death, and low pulmonary virus titers.
It is difficult to study the clinical characteristics of severe and
critical patients with COVID-19. Due to the high susceptibility
of ferrets, this infection model provides a useful tool for studying
the transmission of SARS-CoV-2.

Tree Shrew
Tree shrews, a class of mammals, had been shown to be close to
primates in previous studies (Fan et al., 2013, 2019). Therefore,
due to its unique characteristics, it is being developed as an
emerging experimental animal that may replace primates in
biomedical research. In fact, in previous studies, tree shrews
had been used in animal models of several viral infections,
including, influenza virus (Li et al., 2018), Zika virus (Zhang et al.,
2019), etc. Therefore, numerous studies have used tree shrew
as an animal infection model to test whether it is susceptible
to SARS-CoV-2.

For tree shrew infection experiments, the SARS-CoV-2 strain
was usually inoculated by oral, intranasal and intraocular routes
(Xu L. et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020; Kayesh et al., 2021). After
infection, viral RNA was detected in different organs and tissues
(e. g. conjunctiva, kidney, bladder, small intestine, testis and
ovary) of adult tree shrews, and the peak of viral RNA in lung
tissues appeared at day 3 post-infection. Compared with adult
tree shrews, viral RNA was only detected in a small number
of lung lobes from elderly animals, and the peak of viral RNA
appeared at day 7 post-infection. Above results suggest that older
tree shrews seem to be less likely to be infected with SARS-CoV-
2 than adult tree shrews. It is a sharp departure from previous
reports that older people are more susceptible than young
individuals (Zhou Z. et al., 2020). Therefore, this observation
needs to be studied further. Taken together, above results indicate
that tree shrews are sensitive to SARS-CoV-2 infection. However,
another previous study observed that tree shrews inoculated
with SARS-CoV-2 showed no clinical symptoms except increased
body temperature, especially in female animals (Zhao et al.,
2020). The histopathological examination of the young animals
showed that lung abnormalities were the main changes, while
other tissues displayed slight changes. Additionally, the virus
exudation and replication levels were relatively low in tree
shrews (6–12 months old), adult tree shrews (2–4 years old)
and aged tree shrews (5–7 years old). According to the
comparison of the two studies (Zhao et al., 2020; Kayesh
et al., 2021), the different concentrations of injected virus
and the different routes of infection led to above differences,
which need further study to clarify. Notably, young tree shrews
did not experience a significant increase in body temperature
for 6 days after inoculation, but virus shedding was detected
from the nose, throat, anus and serum. Therefore, tree shrews
were asymptomatic after SARS-CoV-2 infection at young age,
suggesting tree shrews might be an intermediate host of SARS-
CoV-2 or asymptomatic carriers.

Cat and Dog
Previous studies showed that domestic cats were susceptible
to the SARS-CoV and that they could effectively transmit the
virus to previously uninfected animals (Martina et al., 2003).
Based on the three-dimensional molecular structure prediction
model of viral S protein and ACE2 protein complex, SARS-CoV-
2 was predicted to identify ACE2 in other animals such as cats,
whose ACE2 protein is similar to the key residues of the bound
virus (Gaudreault et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2020). By intranasally
inoculation, viral RNA was detected in the oracle bone, soft
palate, tonsil, lung, and small intestine of domestic cats at day 3
post-infection, suggesting that SARS-CoV-2 can also replicated
effectively in cats. Histopathology of cats at day 3 and 6 after
infection revealed extensive lesions in the mucosal epithelium
of the nose and trachea, and in the lungs. Like ferrets, infected
cats showed no obvious clinical symptoms. Notably, SARS-CoV-
2 infection was observed in non-inoculated cats in cages with
infected cats, suggesting that cats are susceptible to contact
transmission route (Halfmann et al., 2020). Fortunately, domestic
cats infected with high doses of the virus in the laboratory can

TABLE 2 | The main advantages and disadvantages of different animal
models of SARS-CoV-2.

Animal models Advantages Disadvantages

Mouse Clear genetic background
Widely used in various
research
Humanized ACE2 receptor

Unobvious clinical symptoms
No symptoms of severe
illness or death
hACE2 transgenic
expression or viral
adaptation is required

Hamster Typical pathological features
Supports high-titer
replication of the virus in the
lungs

No symptoms of severe
illness or death
Not widely used

Rhesus monkey Close kinship with people
Obvious clinical symptoms
Used in viral infection
research

High cost, difficult to operate
No symptoms of severe
illness or death
More ethical issues

Cynomolgus
macaques

Close kinship with people
Used in viral infection
research

High cost, difficult to operate
No clinical symptoms
(except fever)
More ethical issues

African green
monkey

Close kinship with people
Conducive to modeling of
severe cases (acute
respiratory distress
syndrome appears)

High cost, difficult to operate
More ethical issues

Ferret Big body, easy to be
infected
Respiratory tract similar to
humans

The clinical symptoms are
mild
No weight loss or even death
Low Pneumovirus Titer

Tree shrew Close relationship with
primates
Lower price than primates
short breeding cycle
(6 weeks)

No clinical symptoms
Not widely used

Cat Low cost, easy to get
Big body, easy to be
infected

No clinical symptoms
Not a regular model
organism
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only transmit SARS-CoV-2 to other cats, but there is no evidence
that domestic cats can infect humans.

Previous studies found that dogs were not susceptible to
SARS-CoV-2. Viral titers were performed on oropharyngeal and
rectal swabs from dogs and viral RNA was not detected in organs
and tissues from infected dogs. In addition, infectious virus was
also not detected in any swab taken from these dogs. These results
suggest that dogs have a low susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2.

Asiatic Lions
In May 2021, the SARS-CoV-2 strain was found in an Asian
lion in a zoo in India. In the early stage of infection, some
wild lions showed signs of loss of appetite, runny nose and
occasional cough. Two of the infected lions died of COVID-19.
After sequence analysis and phylogenetic analysis, the researchers
concluded that SARS-CoV-2 is a variant strain of B.1.617.2
(Delta) (Mishra et al., 2021). As the park manager strictly abided
by the COVID-19 guidelines and did not introduce any new
animals to the zoo during the widespread COVID-19 pandemic
in India, it is reasonable to suspect that the main source of the
lion’s infection with SARS-CoV-2 may be asymptomatic. Lions
share a common habitat, shelter, foraging space and water source,
providing opportunities for close contact. Two types of lions
exhibited in different enclosures sharing the same moat were
also infected. The genetically identical SARS-CoV-2 infections
were found in these lions, suggesting that there may be indirect
transmission. All in all, the confirmation of natural SARS-CoV-2
Delta variant infections in Asian lions in India proves the urgent
need for SARS-CoV-2 surveillance in wild animal species. Since
lions are rare animals, they are not suitable for experimental
animal models, but the death cases of large mammals may be
worthy of further exploration.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ANIMAL
MODELS

Generally, mice are more suitable for basic research on the
pathogenic mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Compared
with transgenic mice, adenovirus-transduced mice do not require
transgene or gene knock-in technology, which can shorten
the modeling time and avoid the influence of traditional gene
modification technologies. The golden hamster possesses natural
susceptibility, and does not require genetic modification and
adenovirus transduction, which saves labor and costs. Mice
adapting to the SARS-CoV-2 strain through domestication is
more economical and applicable than the above several mouse
models. Rhesus monkeys have an immune system similar to
that of humans, so they will be useful for testing responses to
vaccines or drugs. Cynomolgus macaques and Callithrix jacchus
can be used to simulate asymptomatic. Old AGM can be used to
study ARDS caused by SARS-CoV-2. Non-human primates are
the closest to humans, and theoretically they are the most ideal
experimental animal models. However, the source of non-human
primates is limited, and the costs associated with experiments
are extremely high, if necessary, species similar to non-human
primates can be used to substitute. Tree shrews, a class of

mammals, had been shown to be close to primates in previous
studies. No clinical symptoms could be observed in tree shrews
after SARS-CoV-2 infection, although the virus shedding was
detected from the nose, throat, anus and serum, suggesting that
tree shrews may be intermediate hosts or asymptomatic carriers
of SARS-CoV-2. Whether tree shrews can replace non-human
primates still needs further research. Ferrets and cat can be
infected with SARS-CoV-2 with no obvious clinical symptoms,
and they are not conventional model organisms, but they can fill
the gap in SARS-CoV-2 infection of small mammals.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Animal infection models have been rapidly mobilized in response
to COVID-19 pandemic. Although the existing experimental
animals can not completely replicate human disease features,
they actually provide useful tools to address the need for greater
understanding of COVID-19. The selection of appropriate
experimental animal models depends not only on experimental
subjects, but also on practical conditions and ethical issues
(Table 2). Based on published studies, genetically modified mice
or adenoviruses/CRISPR-edited mice, or WT mice infected with
mouse-adapted strain will undoubtedly become the most widely
used animal models due to their convenience and economy,
and success in replicating lung inflammation, histopathology and
pneumonia of human infections. Non-human primates are closer
to humans and are well suitable to simulate human respiratory
virus infections because of their similar respiratory anatomy and
immune response to humans compared to other animal species,
which can be used to test interventions prior to human treatment.
Other wild animals may be useful for studying the route of virus
transmission but pose substantial logistical issues. Translation of
animal experimental results to humans will enable us to clarify
SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis and develop and test preventions
and interventions to combat COVID-19. With regard to the
future studies, there is an urgent need for standardizing the
challenge-protection model to compare different vaccines, and
establishing appropriate models for evaluating the vaccine-
associated enhanced respiratory disease potential.
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